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The Problem: Multilingual Identification of Direct Speech

Prose fiction consists of passages alternating between direct speech and the narrator’s telling of the story.

Direct speech reports word by word what a character said in a story, usually within quotation marks:

"Ha! Our party is complete", said Holmes, buttoning up his pea-jacket and taking his heavy hunting crop from the rack.

But quotation marks are difficult to use: a) differ across languages and time periods; b) may have other functions.

Method

No manual annotation

Zero-shot: train on English, evaluate on German, Portuguese, Swedish (and English)

Consists of two steps:

1st Step: Automatically Extracting a Large Dataset for Training

Use a large collection of books (Gutenberg corpus Brooke et al. (2015)) to find texts where quotation marks are used

consistently to extract direct speech with high confidence.

Based on a short list of the most frequent quotation marks [ «», `` '' , "" , -- , — ], apply the following filtering steps
Filter out the book if one of the marks does not account for > 90% of all the occurrences.
Filter out books if speech tokens (i.e., tokens between the identified quotation mark) constitute less than 30% and more than 50% of the whole book.

Finally, annotate the remaining books following the IOB convention where each token within quotation marks is labeled as

direct speech, and all other tokens as narration:

" Find any mineral ? " asked Cameron , presently .

- Speech-B Speech-I Speech-I Speech-I - O O O O O

No quotation marks for the classifier!

In order to force the model to learn the linguistic characteristics of direct speech rather than the typography of quotation

marks, we remove all quotation marks in the training/dev corpora.

2nd Step: Training a (Multilingual) Classifier

Approaches direct speech detection as a token classification task

Follows the standard fine-tuning strategy as described in Devlin et al. (2018)

Multilingual-BERT (mBERT)

Experimental Setting

Training Dev Test

Speech Narr All Speech Narr All Speech Narr All

Riqua (Papay and Padó, 2020) 81,614 166,684 248,298 7,662 19,389 27,051 26,125 36,691 62,816

SLäNDa (Stymne and Östman, 2020) 35,192 79,914 115,106 5,795 12,358 18,153 8,262 22,737 30,999

Redewiedergabe (Brunner et al., 2020) 202,499 435,465 637,964 22,990 72,775 95,765 17,084 79,423 96,507

QUAC (Quintão, 2014) 11,884 104,464 116,348 1,583 14,937 16,520 4,389 35,213 39,602

Silver data 271,240 403,695 674,935 75,078 85,945 161,023 - - -

Table 1: Statistics of how many speech and narration (narr) tokens are in the datasets, excluding the quotation marks.

The classifiers are implemented using the Transformers library Wolf et al. (2019)

Fine-tuned for 3 epochs with a batch size of 32

Baselines: For each dataset, we train a separate classifier on the respective training set.

Results and Discussion

RiQuA SLäNDa Redewiedergabe QUAC

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

brunnerbert - - - - - - 0.87 0.74 0.80 - - -

Supervised Baseline 0.87 0.91 0.89 0.79 0.83 0.81 0.70 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.54 0.63

Our System 0.82 0.88 0.85 0.75 0.70 0.73 0.60 0.68 0.64 0.33 0.32 0.33

Table 2: Results on the evaluated datasets in terms of (P)recision, (R)ecall and F-score.

Performances competitive with the strong supervised baselines except the QUAC dataset

Probably because QUAC is both zero-shot and in a different domain

Similarly, no good performance on recognizing different speech types; e.g. recall=0.2 on indirect speech annotations of

Redewiedergabe

Error analysis:

Misclassification of non-speech verbs (gold standard, prediction):

(1) It's time for me to go north, thought Gurov as he left the platform. High time!

Narration interrupting the speech. The model struggles to recognize narration that extends over several sentences (Ex. 2), although sometimes it can

recognize very long narrations (Ex. 2

(2) But he made a dash, and did it: Is your master at home, my dear? said Scrooge to the girl. Nice girl! Very.

In everything that made my love of any worth or value in your sight. If this had never been between us, said the girl, looking mildly, but with

steadiness, upon him; tell me, would you seek me out and try to win me now? Ah, no!

Repeatedly switching the binary decisions in the middle of clauses, resulting in spurious fragments

(3) I recognised as Peter Jones, the official police agent, while the other was a long, thin, sad-faced man, with a very shiny hat and oppressively

respectable frock-coat. Ha! Our party is complete, said Holmes, buttoning up his pea-jacket and taking his heavy hunting crop from the rack.
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